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Annual Honors Convocation 'March 14: 
New Award Among Those To Be Presented 
By STEVIE BASS political science courses during the 
A new award will be introduced current year; and the Margaret 
at this year's Honors Convocation, Neill Armstrong Award for out-
to be held Tuesday, March 14, at standing work in economics and 
8 p.m. business administration. 
The new honor is the Doris The William E. Sturgeon Memo-
Fenton Senior Award for Excel- rial Scholarship will be awarded 
lence in English. It is named for by the faculty and staff of the 
the former department chairman, College to an outstanding senior 
who retired in 1962, after thirty- for graduate study. 
one years with Beaver. Recognition of Seniors 
Awards £01' Achievement Seniors with an overall 2.5 ratio 
Seven other awards will also be will be elected to membership in 
given to outstanding students for Lambda Delta Alpha, and the 
academic achievement. These in- A .A .U .P. Award will be given to 
elude the Dean's Prize to the soph- seniors who have made the most 
omore with the highest cumulative progress during their seven semes-
ratio and the President's Prize to ters a t Beaver. 
the junior with the highest cumu- In addition to these awards, 
lative ratio. students on the Dean's List will be 
Other awards to be presented honored. 
are the Eula M. Abelson Memorial The speaker for the evening will 
Award for outstanding academic be Dr. Benton Spruance, Chairman 
and teaching achievement in ele- of the Fine Arts Department. He 
mentary education; the William will speak on "Moby Dick: A Crea-
James Ryland Memorial Award to tive Experience." A coffee hour 
the government-history major who will follow the convocation in 
has attained the highest ratio in Kistler Hall. 
BEAVER· JOHNSON C. SMITH EXCHANGE 
PRESENTS AN 'EXPERIMENT IN LIVING' 
By CAROL HESSELBACHER 
On April 22, ten girls from Bea-
ver will go south for a week. No, 
it's not spring vacation - it's an 
"experiment in living". This ex-
periment is the exchange of stu-
dents between Beaver and Johnson 
C. Smith University. 
The Beaver students will fly to 
North Carolina and become a part 
of the university. They will live in 
the dorms and attend classes simi-
lar to the courses they are taking 
at Beaver. Accompanying the girls 
will be Dr. Swain. 
Roommate Exchanged 
In exchange, ten girls from Smith 
will come here. They will live in 
the rooms of the girls who are at 
Smith and will follow the same 
course procedw·e. They will be ac-
companied by Dr. Joseph E . 
Thompson, Professor of Religious 
Education at Johnson C. Smith. 
The exchange Program with 
Beaver was begun two years ago to 
help students get an insight into 
the differences and similarities be-
tween Negroes and whites which 
traditional social barriers have in 
the past thwarted. 
Rewarding Experience 
Many of the students who have 
already gone to Smith On the ex-
change program have described it 
as the most memorable and re-
warding experience of their college 
careers, if not of their lives. They 
saw the similarities of people and 
they saw the differences of race 
and culture. All returned with a 
somewhat better idea of how man 
can live with man. 
The rewards of the exchange are 
not all one-sided. One student at 
Smith wrote, " . . . until last week 
I was not aware that there were 
some good-hearted whites who 
wanted me as their friend ." 
Post Civil War Problems 
After the Civil War, the problem 
arose of what would happen to the 
masses of uneducated, newly freed 
Negroes. Johnson C. Smith was 
founded by two Presbyterian min-
isters " to educate and evangelize 
the Freedman." It is a small (about 
1400) , coeducational, liberal arts, 
Negro university in C h a rio t t e, 
North Carolina. 
Girls chosen to go to Smith Will 
participate in three or four orien-
tation sessions before they leave . 
There is no expense involved for 
the student because the program is 
subsidized by the Board of Christ-
ian Education of the Presbyterian 
Church. 
Students who wish to apply may 
do so by March 9 in Dr. Swaim's 
office, room 115. The committee 
will then meet to decide which 
students may go. 
Dr. Spruance Illustrates 'Moby Dick'; 
26 Lithographs To Be Printed in Folio 
By PEGGIE FRIEDBERG The foreword to the volume deals 
Dr Benton Spruance Chairman with the counterplot of the novel as 
of the Fine Arts Depa;tment, has seen from Ishmael's point of view. 
recently completed 26 color litho- Although the story is. told by r:s~-
graphs illustrating Herman Mel- mael, Dr. Spruance rncludes him 
ville's "Moby Dick." only in the first and last litbo-
He has been working on the series graphs. "I found that Ishmael was 
in his Germantown studio since almost devoid of imagery." 
1965. "We plan that the publica- Dr. S~ruance has. concentrated o.n 
tion date will be in the spring of Ahab, hIS battle Wlth God, and hIS 
1968," said Dr. Spruance. This, denial of God's mercy. He aimed 
however, depends on the work of for a !our-part rhy~ in the w?rk. 
the Median Gravure Co. which is The first part COnsISts of four lith-
photo-lithographing the set that ographs dealing with Ahab's rela-
will ultimately produce an exact tion with objects, particularly in-
color facsimile of it. volving his statement to the crew, 
The lithographs which Dr. Spru- "If. man must strike, th~,n let him 
ance calls "The Passion of Ahab" strike through the mast. 
will be printed in folio form willi Then follow nine images of the 
a foreword by Lawrence Thomp- ~e ships the Pequod meets on 
son Professor of English at Prince- lts way to doom. As each of the 
ton: who is an authority on Mel- ships near, Ahab calls to the cap-
ville. (Continued on Page 4, Col. 3) 
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PamelaYoungWinsHeinzAward 
Annual Scholarship 
For Summer Abroad 
Pamela Young, a junior major-
ing in speech and theatre, has 
been named the recipient of the 
Vera I. Heinz International Stu-
dent Exchange Scholarship, for 
summer study abroad. Announce-
ment was made by Dean Margaret 
LeClair, Friday, March 3. 
Miss Young, president of Theatre 
Playshop and next year's chairman 
of Forum, plans to study religious 
drama in England. She has ap-
plied and has been accepted to 
study with the Religious Drama So-
ciety of Great Britain (RDS) , an 
organization of professional and 
laymen which sponsors most of the 
religious drama in England from 
"permanent repertory companies, 
touring companies, courses and 
workshops for laymen, to new play-
wrights dealing with drama con-
cerning man and God, man and 
self, man and society." 
RDS Workshops 
She will participate in the work-
shop conferences at various times 
during the summer. There are four 
weekend conferences, for which 
there are no definite dates as yet, 
and there is the main workshop 
Crom August 8-16. 
Also, as part (If her study with 
RDS, Miss Young will tour Eng-
land with members of the society, 
visiting churches and observing 
how the comprehensive program 
Beaver Receives 
Building Grant 
President Gates has received 
word from Senators Hugh Scott 
and Joseph S. Clark and Repre-
sentative Richard S . Schweiker 
that the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion has awarded Beaver College 
a grant of $788,722 under Title 
I of the Higher Education Fa-
cilities Act toward the construc-
tion of a new academic science-
classroom building. 
Dr. Gates stated that the total 
estimated cost of the proposed 
building is $2,969,947 and that 
the college is in the process of 
obtaining funds to complete the 
financing of this project. The 
construction of this building, ad-
ditional dormitories and other 
campus improvements are part of 
the long-range plans of the col-
lege to provide facilities for an 
increase in enrollment. 
Juniors Present 
Prom April 14, 15 
Theme: La Mancha 
"Realm of La Mancha" i<; the 
theme chosen for Junior Prom 
Weekend, a c cor din g to Sue 
Schwarze, chairman. Many excit-
ing activities have been planned 
for this annual event which comes 
this year on April 14 and 15. 
On Friday night, there will be 
an informal party at Murphy Gym 
from 8 p.m. to midnight with 
dancing to the sounds of "The 
Mag i c Mushrooms" remembered 
for their hit record, "It's A Hap-
pening." 
A concert Saturday 
will feature folksingers 
Sylvia. Casual dress will 




Headlining the formal dance held 
in Grey Towers from 9 p.m. to 
midnight will be the Bob Stowe 
Orchestra. At 11 p.m. the Junior 
Promenade will begin, accented by 
the Freshman Court. The following 
girls will grace the castle steps: 
Cancy Bidwell, Gayle Brooks, 
Jeanne Chapman, Janet Golann, 
Melissa Gregory, Phyllis Kassover, 
Cathy Lettman, Carol Moore, Jill 
Platt, Allice Norris, Catherine 
Procter and Margaret Strahman. 
Climaxing Junior Prom Week-
end will be the crowning of the 
queen, selected from the Junior 
Class at 12 midnight. 
operates on the level of individual 
parishes. 
Courses and Acting 
The second facet of her summer 
study program includes taking the-
atre courses at Oxford University, 
and acting with either the Oxford 
Players or the Coventry Players. 
Both are amateur groups working 
under professional directors, and 
both do some religious drama. 
Miss Young has been interested 
in church work and acting since 
high school. She was stated clerk 
and vice-moderator of the Lacka-
wanna Youth Presbytery and presi-
dent 0 f the United Churches 
Youth Council while in high school, 
and, since she has been at Beaver, 
Plans to- Study 
Religious Drama 
she has acted in several Theatre 
Playshop productions and has just 
recently directed the Samuel Beck-
ett play, "Act Without Words II", 
for Play Festival. 
She plans to combine some trav-
eling on the continent with her 
study program in England, but her 
main objective is to "know Eng-
land as thoroughly as is possible 
in a three month stay, and to see 
as much theatre :IS possible in Lon-
don and in the outlying areas ." 
Miss Young, who has never been 
abroad, will leave June 11 and plans 
to return on Labor Day. 
PAMELA YOUNG: 1967 Vera I. Heinz Scholar hip Recipient 
Dr. Friedman Will Speak on 
Contemporary Ima of Job 
Dr. Maurice S. Friedman, Pro-
fessor of Religion and Philosophy 
at Manhattanville College of the 
Sacred Heart, will speak at the 
March 21 convocation. His topic 
will be "The Modern JOB; a Con-
temporary Image of Man." 
Dr. Friedman was Professor of 
Philosophy at Sarah Lawrence 
College from 1951 to 1965. He has 
been on the faculty of the New 
School lor Social Research in New 
York since 1954. Since September 
1966, he has been Professor of 
Philosophy at Manhattanville Col-
lege of the Sacred Heart, Purchase, 
New York. 
Background in Teaching 
In 1956-57 he was visiting Pro-
fessor of Religious Philosophy at 
Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, 
the Reform Rabbinical Seminary. 
From 1956 to 1959 he was on the 
faculty of the Washington School of 
Psychiatry. From 1958 to 1960 he 
was guest lecturer at the William 
Alanson White Institute of Psychi-
atry and Psychology in New York 
City. 
He has also taught at Columbia 
University , the Ohio State Univer-
sity, Washington University at St. 
Louis, the University of Chicago, 
Union Theological Seminary, and 
Pendle Hill, the Quaker study cen-
ter at Wallingford, Pennsylvania . 
Professor Friedman is author of 
"Martin Bubel': The Life of Dia-
logue", the first comprehensive 
study of the great Jewish philos-
opher's thought. He is also the au-
thor of "The Covenant of Peace: A 
Jewish Witness"; "Problematical 
Rebel : An Image of Modern Man"; 
"The Worlds of Existentialism" ; 
and the forthcoming ''To Deny Our 
Nothingness" ; "Contemporary Im-
ages of Man and Martin"; and 
"Encounter on the Narrow Bridge". 
Editor and Translator 
He is co-editor of "The Philoso-
phy of Martin Bubel''' volume of 
"The Library of Living Philosoph-
ers," and he is editor and trans-
lator, with an editor's introduc-
tion, of Bub e I' 's "Pointing the 
Way." 
He is translator of Buber's "The 
Legend of the Baal-Shem", "The 
Dr. Maurice S. Friedman 
Tales of Rabbi Nachman", and most 
of the Martin Bubel' section of 
"Philosophical In terrogations". 
The great American theologian 
Reinhold Niebuhr has characteriz-
ed Dr. Friedman's Martin Buber, 
"The Life of Dialogue" as. "an ex-
haustive and brilliant survey of 
whole of Buber's philosophical 
work . . . of first importance for 
Jewish and Christian thinkers." 
"Professor Friedman . . .has made 
a real contribution to American 
culture ... by this full-scale and 
very perceptive study of the life 
and thought of Martin Bub e I' 
which does justice to every facet 
of Buber's thought, wrote Niebuhr 
in the "New York Times Book Re-
view". 
Buber's Apprai al 
Martin Bubel' himself character-
ized Friedman's "Life of Dialogue" 
as " the cia s sic study of my 
thought." "On a rather multifari-
ous work," wrote Martin Bubel', 
"he has not imposed an artificial 
unity; he has disclosed the hidden 
one." 
In 1960 Dr. Friedman traveled and 
did research in Israel and Europe 
on a grant from the Littauer Foun-
dation. In 1966 he again did re-
search in Israel on a grant from the 




On a given day, during the middle of any 
semester, walk into the bookstore and gaze at 
the shelves lining the walls. With the excep-
tion of sweatshirts and the five feet of books 
to your left, there will be many gaping spaces. 
If you are looking for greeting cards, sta-
tionery, pencils, underliners, deodorant, sani-
tary napkins, wrapping paper, mugs, or jewel-
ry, you may rest easy. The Bookstore stocks 
an abundant supply of these items. However, 
if you are in search of reading matter, you 
have problems. There are a few left-over text-
books and some Monarch notes, but where 
are the World's Great Books? If there is a 
revolution in campus bookstores, the tide has 
not yet reached Beaver. 
The bookshelves of the Beaver bookstore 
are well-stocked at the beginning of each 
semester. Shortly thereafter the spots under 
each category are bare and are left empty for 
the rest of the term. 
If the Bookstore runs out of paper clips, 
more are ordered and put back on the paper 
clip rack. If manilla envelopes are running 
low, they are replenished. Why, then, are not 
these bare walls refilled with books? In order 
to preserve the division of space according to 
subject matter, related books to each field 
could be placed under each category. Profes-
sors who suggest outside reading could have a 
few copies of recommended books ordered. 
These, attractively displayed to invite brows-
ing, would be a worthwhile addition to our 
bookstore. 
How about some current fiction? The rack 
now exhibiting novels carries very few (if 
any) contemporary works. The demand for 
pleasure reading is always present; all that is 
needed is the supply. 
There is no lack of space in the bookstore; 
neither is there a lack of prospective custom-
ers. The only problem is to utilize the poten-
tial immediately. 
Lindback Award 
Every year students are requested to nomi-
nate teachers who in their opinion are de-
serving of receiving the Christian R. and Mary 
F. Lindback Awards for Distinguished Teach-
ing. And, every year students fail to meet this 
responsibility by neglecting to devote the ten 
or fifteen minutes of thought required to fill 
out the form for such a nomination. 
These awards, of $500 each, are the only 
tangible evidence by which we, as students, 
can show appreciation and recognition of out-
standing teaching. With poor student response 
these awards lose much of their importance 
and meaning. 
. It is hoped that students will seriously con-
slder the nominations this year and make 
thoughtful choices. 
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'Where Are the Books?' 
Bookstores Lack Their Major Commodity 
[Editor's note: The following ar~ 
tide appeared in the "Saturday 
Review" on Jan. 14, and is reprint-
ed by permission of the author and 
"Saturday Review."] 
By DAVID DEMPSEY 
"Where are the books?" a fresh-
man at San Jose State College, 
California, asked manager Harry 
Wineroth as he stepped into the 
Spartan Bookstore for the first 
time, surveyed the profusion of 
merchandise, and wondered what 
had become of J. D. Salinger. 
Indeed, where were they? For the 
record, Spartan sells more than a 
million dollars worth of books a 
year, by no means all of them 
texts. It stocks upward of 8,000 
trade paperbacks, bestsellers, even 
children's books. 
Can't Find Books? 
But Joseph College ('69), son of 
Joe College ('37) , had a hard time 
finding them. What he saw was 
curled horsehair (stocked for a 
course in upholstery), lnSlgnia-
laden beer mugs, pennants, stuf-
fed animals, leotards, and sweat-
shirts. 
Manager Wineroth has since seen 
the error of his ways. Today he 
tours the country under the aus-
pices of the National Association 
of College Stores, preaching the 
gospel of the book. With NACS 
President Edward Howard, from 
Montana State College, and Dou-
bleday Anchor Books editor Pyke 
Johnson, Jr., who is known on the 
team as the anchor man, Wine roth 
lectures to gatherings of college 
store managers on the importance 
of being academic. 
Tru es and Bikes 
And well he might. Until the 
Harvard Co-op opened its new, 
four-story annex, its books fought 
for floor space with trusses and 
bicycles. Today, under its own 
roof, the book department stocks 
more than 40,000 titles, boasts air-
conditioning, escalators, and a 
hundred employees. 
Many campus stores now segre-
gate text from trade books in an 
effort to lure students into a sell-
ing area that carries twice the pro-
fit margin. 
Floor fOl' Brow ing 
Down at the University of Miami, 
for example, the entire second 
floor of the college store is set aside 
for browsing. A thick pile carpet 
deadens extraneous noise, and stu-
dents are invited to take off their 
shoes, sit on the floor, and read . 
If one excludes religious book-
stores from the total, college outlets 
today sell more books at retail than 
all other shops put togethel'-about 
$250 million worth in 1965, an in-
crease of 83 per cent in five years. 
CCollege enrollment during the 
same period jumped 56 per cent.) 
A large proportion of this total 
sale is in trade or "quality" paper-
backs, and store managers are dis-
covering that the non-required 
titles make the difference in their 
business. 
Propel' Atmosphere 
"It's precisely the fact that a choice 
exists that gives us the extra lev-
erage," 0 n e of the m reported . 
"Seventy-five per cent of our sales 
volume in this category is ac-
counted for by only 25 per cent of 
our trade book stock. But we need 
the non-movers to create the pro-
per atmosphere." Add to these the 
"recommended" and "supplement-
ary" lists given to students by pro-
fessors , and the choice is truly 
stag~ering. 
The books may not be as visible 
as they could be, but they account 
for two-thirds of all merchandise 
sold in all campus stores. This is a 
lesson that trade publishers are 
beginnin~ to take seriously. 
"Browsing appears to be a major 
influence on purchase decisions," 
the magazine "Moderator" discov-
ered in a buying-habit survey of 
its subscriber3. ("Moderator" goes 
to the top-ranking, or egghead 
students.) 
Average Student's PUI'chases 
The average student in the sample 
bought 20 books during the aca-
demic year, including texts. Of 
these, 12 were not related to his 
course of study, and eight of these 
12 books were paperbacks. 
"Browsing and free-choice pur-
chases account for some 40 per cent 
of the (college book) market," 
"Moderator" concludes. 
What the student picks, in terms 
of titles, is a clue to his intel'ests 
-and a key to his future tastes. 
Not surprisingly, Ian Fleming has 
been the most bought author on 
campuses lately, although Albert 
Camus is big with the "in" group. 
Author Rankings 
Ayn Rand, who is popular with 
the new campus conservatives, 
works out to half of Fleming and 
two-thirds of Camus, while Tru-
man Capote ranks with Bel Kauf-
man quite a bit down the line . 
Capote was just one-third as pop-
ular as Fleming in the "Moderator" 
survey, but this was before he 
gave his party at the Plaza. 
"Imagine a turnstile in Black-
wells!" Dr. Henry Steele Com-
manger told a convention of college 
store managers last year. "The 
students would burn it down." 
(For the benefit of nonbibliophiles, 
Blackwells is the famous bookstore 
in Oxford, England.) 
Not at all . A good deal of the 
new look in bookstores is in their 
c.daptation to American "conven-
ience merchandising": self-service, 
gift-wrapping, piped-in music to 
soothe the buying reflex - and 
turnstiles. 
Supermarkets at Heart 
Some 26 college stores currently 
sell more than a million dollars' 
worth of books a year, and all of 
them are supermarkets at heart. 
The National Association of Col-
lege Stores would like to see this 
dollar figure boosted; but they 
plead the case for stocking books 
rather than less essential items. 
The problem here is not always 
with the store manager, but with 
the college business office, which 
is concerned with a different set of 
books. Yet the old image of the 
campus store as simply a deposit-
ory for texts, or a place where the 
student can load up with insignia 
is passing . You no longer speak of 
the basement store, but the "lower 
culture level" 
Stores are achieveing individu-
ality.-the Igor Beaver Book Shop 
at the American River Junior Col-
lege, in Sacramento, California; the 
Pirate's Den of Orange County 
College farther south. 
Free Bus Service 
The Nebraska Bookstore in Lin-
coln provides free campus bus 
service to its front door. And pub-
lishers are abetting the fight for 
culture with some gimmicks of 
their own. 
As p;rrt of its Contemporary 
Writers in Christian Perspective 
series, the William B . Eerdmans 
Company of Grand Rapids, Michi-
gan, sells 18" x 24" "pin-ups" of 
Hemmin~way, Flannery O'Conner, 
T . S. Eliot, Peter De Vries, and 
Robert Frost. ''Let the intellectual 
compete with the Batman crowd" 
is the Eerdmans cry. 
Letters ... 
Support Glee Club 
To the Editor: 
Friday night, February 24, one 
hundred and ten people performed 
for an audience of forty music lov-
ers _ including twelve Beaver stu-
dents. 
Would you believe eight hundred 
people were invited? For free? 
Would you believe two hundred of 
those were just sitting in front of 
televisions in the dorms watching a 
rerun of a Hollywood fantasy called 
"Breakfast at TiffanyV'? 
Those students who made the su-
preme effort- put on a skirt, bun-
dled up and trudged "up the hill" 
-enjoyed an excellent choral and 
brass concert. The program was 
varied: everything from Beethoven 
to what must be the all-time favor-
ite movie theme "Moon River." 
Three music faculty members, 
the Beaver Glee Club, the Drexel 
Men's Glee Club, the Drexel Brass 
Ensemble, and the forty-member 
audience had a wonderful time. 
Do you have friends in the Glee 
Club? Make them feel wanted. 
Come to our next concert On St. 
Patrick's Day, March 17. Then you 
can support Glee Club, Orchestra, 
and the Modern Dance Club at the 
same time. And who knows? You 
might even enjoy yourselves! 
June McClintock '67 
Sue Martin (Concert Manager) '68 
Wednesday. March 8. 1967 
Culture Lack 
To the Editor: 
This letter is in reference ~? th«=: Feb;.uary 
22nd article in "Beaver Ne,:,,"s ent~tled Cul-
ture Shock." Can you imagme taking a walk 
through Wissahickon Park, or al<;>n.g the shod 
of the Schuylkill River and arrlvmg at In uid 
pendence Hall ten minutes later? H<;>w 10 hia 
you like to take a cab to North ~hil~de ~ 
t t · take a ninety minute tram ride mto s a lOn, d d't . a the largest city in the ~orl.,.RD Sl lD on 
meeting of the United NatlO~S G~neral ~ 
sembly? How would like havmg d~er?Wl 
Phil Ochs or coffee with Jules Feiffer. Or 
perhaps would you prefer seeing Doc Watdn 
at the Second Fret or Rubenstein at ~e Aca -
emy? Or having mashed potatoes With evr;r'J 
meai and finding out what illusions foreign 
students from South America have about 
Americans? . . . Seeing an Andrew Wyeth or 
a Manet exhibit at the Philadelphia Art M~­
seum, or taking a walk through the new Whit-
ney in New York? . 
We as Beaver students, feel that all this 
and ~ore is daily at our disposal. Why do so 
few of us take advantage of what is righ~lly 
ours as students, and tra~el abroad to find 
"reality"? Why should commg back to Beaver 
be a shock? Surely anyone who has comple~ 
at least one semester of college must realize 
that a college environment is not a real en-
vironment and that one must seek the real 
world in places like Philadelphia, New York 
City, or even Glenside. . . 
We agree that anyone woul~ pr~fit un-
measurably from a trip to a forelgn Clty. B~t 
we cannot consent to the feeling th.at ~ 
foreign city, for all its exotic attractIOns, IS 
in any way a break from the r~al world. The 
real world lies everywhere outslde of the aca-
demic, ivy-covered world of Beav~r . College. 
It is our privilege to catch the tram m Glen-
side and discover this world for ourselves. The 
real world does not have to be 3,000 miles 
away. 
Meryl H. Joseph 
Sallie E. Grossman 
Posters Missing 
To the Editor: 
Does the criminal always return to the scene of her 
crime? No, she is too clever for that!. (Tht; term 
"clever" does not refer to any degree of mtelli~en~; 
to the contrary, it is meant as a derogatory adl.echve 
describing this criminal at Beaver College! be It one 
person or fifty.) She is aware of the seriousness of 
this crime but as she disperses her energy through-
out the ca'mpus, this crime becomes a "game" of fun. 
The contagious enthusiasm o.f those w~o are work-
ing closely with Junior Prom IS now bemg sq~el~~ 
by our feelings of anger, disgust, and total dISbelief. 
Yes, through the halls you will ~e.ar diligen~, respon-
sible juniors chanting the traditional Juruor Prom 
theme-song entitled, "Poster, Poster, Who's Got the 
Poster?" 
Where is the poster? 
I just put one on the door. 
It's ripped, it's torn, it's on the floor. 
I spent hours yesterday. 
No poster in the empty hallway. 
Where is the . 
Hurry make ano:her sign. 
No, I ~an't . There isn't time. 
Where is .• 
Oh! the uninformed students! 
Complaining and on the offense. 
Who will be the first to yell? 
YOU- and that's what really hurts like hell! 
Where . .. 
Twenty-four hours hadn't even gone by, 
And, childish games you started to play, 
But . .. WHY? 
Sincerely, 
Susan Schwarze '68 
Junior Prom Chairman 
Exercise Available 
To the Editor: Dear Joan, 
In reviewing our intramural and inter-col-
legiate activities, namely field hockey, ping 
pong, soccer, touch football, swimming, ice 
skating, fencing, gymnastics, skiing, and bas-
ketball, which have been offered to date this 
year, we seem to be unable to find your name 
among the lists of participants. 
Since you feel that you are not getting the 
exercise that you "so desperately need" in the 
instructional phase of the Physical Education 
program, we are sure that anyone with a com-
plaint such as yours would realize that activ-
ity can be found in the complementary phase 
of the Physical Education program, namely 
the intramural program. Therefore, if we have 
erred in not entering your name in our rec-






[Ed. Note: This letter is in reply to the letter 
"Academic Complaints," which appeared in 
the February 22 issue of the "Beaver News."] 
By HELEN BU11EL
Fm addicted to the theater go
arid stay gawking uncritically at
the good and the bad and always
like being there like the current
tendency to leave the curtain open
before the play begins because it
looks so inipossible to make any-
thing out of the bare bones you see
thereand then the actors come
on the set comes to light and the
feeling of religion is upon you
Thats the way it was with
Mother Courage at the Chelten
ham Playhouse how they could
manage to make play on that
tiny stage with that small but rel
atively gigantic wagon taking up
the whole space Yet when the
Brecht-tinny band and the lights
struck up and Eilif and Swiss
Cheese shouldered the wagon har
ness and began pulling it and
singing Mother Courages song the
stage gave where they needed ac
commodating that huge
which was always in flight
Ted Moores set mean made
fine use of their little stage for
play that was conceived on far
more grandiose scale
And another thing liked was
the way they worked out the tax-
jag number of set changes the play
requires never sacrificing the corn-
plexity of Brechts suggestions at
the end of each scene the actors
dropped their roles and took up
some prop which they transformed
and rearranged for the next scene
The alienation Brecht wanted
the effort he made to keep the au
dience from identifying with the
characters in the play so that his
ideas would not be lost in emotion-
al reactionssurely came off with
this device When you see char-
acter in the scene who has just fail-
en wounded suddenly rise up and
move prop you just dont iden
WY
Pleasing Composition
At the same time the economy of
By SUE RODGERS
One of the busiest places on
campus is the Chat and one of
the busiest people is Elizabeth
Liggon known by most of us as
Betty From seven in the morn-
ing until four in the afternoon she
can be found taking inventory
planning for new needs scooping
ice-cream or serving mea1s Four-
teen years ago when Betty first
came to Beaver she was counter
girl but recently she was promoted
to manager
Born in North Carolina Betty
went to Kitrell College African
Methodist Episcopal School coed
boarding school in Kitrell North
Carolina Because she was the
youngest one there she chaperoned
the older girls
Plans to be Math Teacher
She finished high school and
stayed On for college for one year
planning to be math teacher The
Depression caine and her family
decided to move to Philadelphia in
1929 where she has lived since Her
family returns to North Carolina
movement the planning of each
actors job in preparing the next
scene showed pleasing composi
tion in itselfnever was it flurried
chaotic ad lib-like It was part of
the play and it was right
In community theater too like
the sense of families and friends
working together to make the pro-
duction Its corny of me to say so
but for me the short-comings of
this kind of theater are at least
partly redeemed by seeing six or
Leven really decent high school
musicians carry that difficult
Brechtian music with style and
when they werent playing they
were watching the play as if they
really cared Ever watch musician
between numbers in Broadway
production
But though the musicians were
accomplished the actors werent
singers alas The many shifts of
key the brassy tone they could not
manage and then their articulation
was poor and their volume made
quate to being heard over the band
In Brecht play this is disas
trous When we start squirming
and worrying about the human be-
iigs up there entirely forgetting
the characters they are preteuding
to be we may say its good alien-
ation device but for that kind of
alienation theater should die before
the firing squad
Unique Interpretation
Lorraine Brown as Mother Cour
age was working on an interprets-
tion of her role that find hard to
accepta really warm-hearted
protective selfless mother of her
daughter and two sons prefer the
Mother Courage who tries to stick
with Brecht living by the rule that
only ideal worth pursuing is per-
sonal survival But that is matter
of taste and know its hard to
do because its unnatural for
mother no doubt
Continued on Page Col
annually for get togethers
Bettys activities dont end when
she gets homethe choir the usher
board and lay membership in the
Jones Tabernacle African Metho
dist Episcopal Church take up
much of her spare time Her uncle
was the financial secretary and her
mother the organist in their North
Carolina church
Busy Family
All the members of her family
are busy She and her sister Eloise
live together in North Philadelphia
Another sister Daisy has been
nurse in the Harlem Hospital for
thirty-two years and one brother is
government worker and another
is chef in Maryland She is espec
ially proud of brother who is head
of the Job Corps in New Mexico
Betty has played an integral part
in life on the Beaver campus She
still hears from girls who graduat
ad fourteen years ago and knows
many of our names although she
says shes not as good as Bill
As Betty says she enjoys young
folks maybe thats one reason why





Dr Charles Moulton Chairman
of the Mathematics Department
has initiated course in computer
programming this semester
The class which meets every
Tuesday from 630 to 715 p.m is
for the purpose of learning how to
translate mathematical formulae
into Fortran i.e formula transla
tion computer language
Dr Moulton said that although
no computers are obtainable at
present the concepts being learned
by the class are easily applicable
to any large IBM computer He al
so pointed out that one need not be
math major to take the course
The only necessary requirement is
sense of logic
Dr Moulton predicted that at
at least one half of the 40 girls tak
ing the course will use program-
ming in some field such as chemis
try or physics but that they will
not necessarily be programmers
He also noted that the girls will not
receive any assignments or course





New to the campus this semester
is Martin Murphy Lecturer in
anthropology
Mr Murphy was born in Titus-
ville Pa but did not live there
very long He actually spent most
of his youth in the midwest He
returned to Pennsylvania this fall
from Detroit
Having received an A.B in Eng
lish Literature and Language from
the University of Michigan he went
on to earn Masters degree in an-
thropology from the same institu
tion Currently he is doctoral
candidate at Michigan
This September he came to West
Chester College to be Assistant Pro-
fessor in anthropology Before that
his teaching experience included
the positions of Teaching Fellow at
the University of Michigan and he
was also on the staff of Wayne
State University
To Study Pueblo Indians
Although he is currently on the
Beaver staff he plans to do field
work for his doctorate in the south-
western United States where he
will be studying the Keresan Pue
blo Indians His work will take
him to the Peabody Museum at
Harvard the Smithsonian Insti
tute and the Museum of Natural
History in New York
When asked his candid opinion
on the Beaver student Mr Murphy
replied find girls here to be de
lightful alert and inquisitive They
combine both intellectual aware-




journey into time and self
As my plane came down the
city of Indon lay below me bath-
ed in golden light the Thames
winding under its bridges ships
towers domes theatres and tern
ples lying open to the fields and to
the sky wondered fleetingly how
Wordsworth would have felt would
Composed Upon Plane April 28
1966 have been so very different
from Westminster Bridge in 1802
From the sky perhaps not but
from the ground even the London
knew in 1962 had changed
Juxtaposition of Physical Forms
It was not simply physical
change although that was start-
ling skyscraper hotels edging Hyde
Park the just-opened Post Office
Tower with its revolving restau
rant on top now landmark from
as far away as Hampstead Heath
the new steel-and-glass-box office
buildings crowding St Pauls
where before the blitz had left
open space for Wrens magnificent
design
It was difference in the feel
in the tone of the city quickened
pulse in people-crowded streets
brusqueness replacing well-bred
efficiency an Americanization
or so it seemed to me that pene
trated daily life in everything from
hamburgers to popular music and
even theatre letting down of the
barriers of decorum and British
urbanity
Yet the old is there Among the
treasures of Westminster Abbey
displayed in celebration of its nine-
hundredth anniversary were
charter of Offa king of Mercia of
A.D 785 and the lease of house
in the gardens of the Abbey to one
Geoffrey Chaucer in 1399
Roman WallCity of Future
Portions of the massive Roman
wall and Miltons church still rise
within the city-of-the-future
buildings and ramps of new Lon
don Wall The streets where Ho-
garth and Johnson Dickens and
Carlyle walked are still peaceful
backwaters and William the Con-
querors White Tower still domin
ates the lower Thames
Unchanged also is the British
Museum in its Manuscript Room
the majority of my days were spent
trying to decipher the crabbed
handwriting of William Wyrcestre
Sir Fastolfes secretary
Touching an original parchment of
the fifteenth century seeking the
quill marks indicative of haste or
formed with leisurely carebrings
an eerie sense of the living pres
enCe of the writer which no repro-
duction in book can convey
Research Prompts Travel
My research took me to Norwich
to Duke Humphreys Library in
the Bodleian to meeting with an
Oxford Fellow in the sacred pre
cincts of Magdalen College to the
library of Corpus Christi College
Cambridge and to the ancient city
of Bristol where walked the
streets with William Wyrcestres
shade and watched his contempor
ary John Cabot set sail for the
New World
England in the spring is cruel in
the rain and wind and blissful in
the sun It was the sunny days that
chose to go to Richmond and Kew
Gardens ablaze jh tulips and
azaleas and Shyly carpeted in the
woodlands with bluebells to the
apple blossoms and green fields of
Surrey to Henry James Rye and
to Winchelsea and Hastings to
Bath and Wells Torquay and
Gloucester and finally through the
Lake Country to Scotland where
met my major disappointment
For the second time tried to get
from Oban to the Western Isles
and particularly to the Isle of lona
to see the spot where in the sixth
century St Columba established
the first outpost of Irish Christian-
ity but Fate and the British ship-
ping strike left me lamenting on
shore There will have to be
third time
Greece Makes History Fall
Sabbatical is for research but
also for widening and deepening
of an individuals horizons and
for that Greece was the fulfillment
of long-held desire In Greece
and its islands present and past
meet to walk the roadway paved
for the chariot of King Minos of
Crete to gaze from the windows of
the Palace of the Grand Masters at
Rhodes over the harbor ruled by
Aegeans Dorians Persians Rom
ans Byzantines Venetians Turks
and Greeks and known by Homer-
ic heroes and Crusaders effectively
collapses time and makes all his-
tory fall into an eternal present
There is no need to remind any-
one who has seen them of the
breathless wonder that comes with
the first view of the Parthenon
nor of the expectation of the arrival
of Agamemnon as one looks for his
ships from the heights of Mycenae
nor of the impressive power to a-
waken associations to be found at
Epidauros Olympia and above
all Delphi As the trivia of travel
fade these are the experiences that
memory holds
Week in Iceland
It was perhaps as well that my
return to the New World was bro
ken at about 1000 A.D by week
in Iceland for pause in the sage
country an airplane ride over the
new volcano spuming ash and
steam off the south coast another
to the tiny island of Grimsey on
the Arctic Circle to view the mid-
night sun and third to the East
Coast of Greenland far more
forbidding land than the West
Coast where Erik the Red estab
lished Brattahlid from which the
settlements were made on the North
American coast
New York rather surprised me
as flew in was almost expect-
ing primeval forests and few
war-whoops But there was no
mistaking the twentieth century
pinnacles of steel and concrete my
journey had come full circle
had returned with time expanded
and self enriched
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Betty Manages Chatterbox Activities
Part of Beaver Family Fourteen Years Dr Margaret
Hinton
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By JUDY QUIGG
Our parents dont know how
lucky they were one swinging
Londoner said to another in re
cent cartoon in the Times In
their day they couldnt afford
Humorous yes but it points up
two of the problems with which
Britain is rather concerned cur-
rently drug traffic and genera-
tion with too much money to
spend But it also gives rise to
another question just how swing-
ing is London And surprising
number of people will answer flat-
ly not very
The Big Rebellion
Every generation goes through
itthe big rebellion observed one
professor at PCiy of London Col
lege My mother may not have
worn mini-skirt but she did
bob her hair which was pretty
daring in the twenties
He had been speaking of the need
for reforms in the workings of
Parliament and was asked whe
ther the young people of today
anxious as they seem to overthrow
tradition would not accomplish
these reforms quickly once they
attained suitable positions
dont think so he said for
several reasons One is that the
kids are generally so apathetic to-
ward government They arent in-
terested in politics and dont see
what needs to be done
Loss of Enthusiasm
Another reason is that they
tend to lose all this enthusiasm
and iconoclasm to become quite
sedate part of the Establishment
Look at some of the members of
Parliament nowyoud never be-
lieve they were considered daring
in their youth but they were
His sentiments were echoed by
another professor who said Its
always amusing when students
come back to visit after theyve
left the college They come back
wearing neat suit hair trimmed





Student Panel to Decide
This is the question Dr Hall and
the student panel will present for
the decision of the college corn-
munity in the convocation on
March 14
Earlier convocations have al
ready raised these issues Dr
Mausner gave psychologists
look at ethics and Professor Rieff
spoke for Freud In the Inter-Faith
Forum of February 14 Professor
Fletcher threw us all into the midst
of the decisionmaking process
Since one can only decide by de
ciding the convocation of March 14
will center on making concrete de
cisions in particular cases
Following Dr Halls introduc
tory remarks the members of the
student panel will be asked to de
cide what individual decisions
should be in several particular




For example Dr Fletchers book
raises the case of German wom
an in Soviet prison camp who
can only return to her husband
and children if she is pregnant and
of no value as laborer in the work
camp Should she seduce one of her
Russian guards
3hould the highly moral young
woman asked by U.S Govern-
ment Agency to work in eastern
Europe agree to gather secrets by
becoming the mistress of married
Communist government official
Long Run Short Run
The first national convention on
you have to stop and think who
they are You only remember them
with long hair perhaps beard
ragged sweatshirt and jeaus
He pointed out that we seem
to go through the same cycles as
you do in America only about ten
years later possibly indicating
that what is happening now in
Britain is comparable to the blue-
suede-shoes era of the fifties in
the United States
Buckingham and Carnaby
What it comes down to proba
bly is that therell always be an
England the England of West-
minster Abbey and Buckingham
Palace Regent Street and Picca
dilly Circus Oxford and Cam-
bridge It is significant that Cam-
aby Street should be narrow
alley behind the famous Libertys
home of those beautiful scarves
and just few blocks from Austin
Reed and other traditionally fam
ous mens stores
For every mini-skirted or bell-
bottom-trousered Mod there are
still legions of Britons in tweeds
below-the-knee skirts and sensi
ble oxfords And for all the clamor
of the Stones and Tommy Steele
there is still the Philharmonia at
Royal Festival Hall and the Lon
don Symphony Orchestra at Royal
Albert Hail
Tea and Crumpets
And theres hardly British
student alive who doesnt at least
sometimes perpetuate and enjoy
the time-honored custom of tea
when he actually does drink tea
or perhaps coffee and munch hot
buttered crumpets even as his
great-grandparents probably did
In sum then London is harder
to assess than one expects At first
the emphasis on youth and the
omniscience of the stereotypes
seems to be the real picture
second look however shows the
other side stately London Both
are parts of London and they
must be reconciledby the observ
em both British and American arid
by British society itself
Christianity and Law was thrown
into turmoil by the statement of
Christian lawyer that he had ad-
vised businessman to pay protec
tion to the rackets rather than
appeal to the corrupt police Was
he correct in the short run In the
long run
In the crucial moment of the
movie Sand Pebbles the Amer
ican missionary who is about to
be shot because the American gun-
boat commander has tried to save
hini cries It is too late for flags
Is it too late for flags If you de
cide that it is what should you do
about it These are the questions
which the student panel must make
decisions about and you will have
the opportunity to decide with
them and to question their deci
sions on March 14
FRIEDMAN
Continued from Page Col
Gustav Wurzweiler Foundation
Awarded Degrees
He received the SB magna cum
Laude from Harvard in 1943 an
M.A from Ohio State University in
1946 and Ph.D from the Univer
sity of Chicago in 1950 In June
1961 he was awarded the Honorary
Doctor of Laws degree by the
University of Vermont
He is On the editorial board of
Review of Existential Psychology
and Psychiatry and The Journal
of Existentialism
He is member of the American
Philosophical Association American
Metaphysical Society Conference
on Jewish Philosophy treasurer
and the Council of Existential Psy
chology and Psychiatry
Also he is on the Faculty of the
Canadian Centre for Advanced
Jewish Studies the Religious Educa
tion Association the American
Academy of Religion the American
Association of the University Pro-
fessors an dthe Working Party for
the Future of the Quaker Move-
ment
SPRUANCE
Continued from Page Col
tam Hast thou seen the whale
These encounters Dr Spruance be-
lieves to be Melvilles keys to the
doom of the story since evil comes
to each of the ships after its meet-
ing the Pequod
The third part includes four pie-
tures concerning Ahabs relation
to the supernatural His encounters
with the spirit spout and the can-
dlesAhabs multiple disbeliefs
The final four of the 26 are on
the last three chapters of Moby
Dick and the epilogue starting
with the chase and climaxing in
Ahabs death
Dr Spruance believes that Moby
Dick is the Great American Novel
He finds its meaning especially
apparent recently in light of the
current questioning of the nature
of God and existence In his litho
graphy he considers Ahabs use of
the white whale as symbol of the
finer aspects of nature
The underlying speculation on
religion and life was thought un
orthodox in Melvilles day There-
fore his meaning was disguised by
the use of symbols Dr Spruance
tried to get at the heart of the
novel his illustrations do not fol
low the story exactly He says his
work might better be called Spru
ances Moby Dick
Five hundred of the sets are to
be published They will be in port-
folio form 16 22 In addition to
the foreword enough text is in-
eluded on pages in between the
lithographs to complement each
one Fifty deluxe editions will be
put out containing an original
signed lithograph by Dr Spmuance
The Barre Publishers of Worcester
Mass are doing the work
Dr Spruance made ten original
prints Of these one has been pur
chased for the National Gallery and
one for the Free Library of Phila
deiphia Emerson Greenaway Di-
rector of the library says of the art
The Free Library of Philadel
phia considers the acquisition of
the 26 lithographs to be
perfect marriage between the art
and especially the art of the litho
grapher and literature as embod
led in MOBY DICK We believe
that this library has responsi
biUty to its readers and to Phita
deiphians to include as we have




Dr David Gray Director of
International Programs has an-
nounced those students who have
been accepted to participate in the
1967-1968 London Semester Pro-
gram The first group will leave
from New York on September
and the spring semester will corn-
mence on February 1968 The
students will again be living at the
German YMCA Lancaster Hall
The following is list of those
girls who have been accepted
Nancy Bean Caren Brown Conni
Diamond Paula Farber Nancy
Feinberg Susan Francis Judy
Glassburg Gulsen Calik Barbara
Gutman Victoria Hadden Nancy
Hartley Jill Henry Carol Hessel
hacher Carol Hettenbach Christo
pher Anne Hill Barbara Kelly
Clarice Klonsky Jirina Koranda
Evelyn Krongard Enid Lubin
Jane Martin Nancy McKerr Jay-
nie Ponge Stephanie Reder Helen
Roth Bette Ann Schneider Susan
Schwartz Susan Smyth Janet
Snyder Emily Solomon Heidi Su
german and Kathryn Wisch
In addition eight girls have been
tentatively accepted They are Sher
my Gershmyn Geralyn Krupp Mer
le Magill Elaine Matczak Susan
Rodgers Margaret Schneider Gail
Stricklan and Mary Van Houten
The accomplishments are as
listed
The S.G.O constitution was up-
dated and the many existing dis
crepancies were corrected The re
vised document was published
and distributed
Leadership Manual
We began the compilation of in-
formation to be included in
Leadership Manual for use by the
entire student body
revised Honor Code pamphlet
and college handbook have been
published
There has been an increased
efficiency of meetings with stricter
adherence to parliamentary proce
dure
Joint Committee
Joint Committee has been re
structured to include more stu
dents and the meetings have been
utilized to discuss matters perti
nent to the college community
Auditing Committee has been re
organized The books of all clubs
are checked once month and
periodic financial statements are
made to the Treasurer of SGO
Uniform financial policies to be
followed by each organization have
also been written
Petition Ofl Hazardous Intersection
In concert with the entire college
community petition for the al
leviation of hazardous traffic con-
ditions was submitted This re
sulted in direct action by state and
local authorities
Both the Social Committee and
the Community Service Organiza
tion were reorganized
The policy of having all legisla
tive proposals submitted in writing
one week prior to the House meet-
ings was initiated
Tutorial Project
The Philadelphia Tutorial Pro-
ject was set up under auspices of
the S.G.O
Upon recommendation of the
Executive Council to the faculty
school will open one week earlier
next fall and thus exams will end
one week earlier in the spring
At the suggestion of an interest-
ed student movable partitions
have been installed in dormitory
so that teas informal meetings
and the like may be carried on with
more privacy
New Song Contest Cup
new cup for Song Contest Hon
orable Mention Award in honor of
Dr Lawrence Curry was pur
chased
Dinner meetings with Dr Gates
Mrs Plummer Mrs Le Claim and
various student leaders were held
The Athletic Association
.the aid of the Circle of Beaver
ents sponsored The King and
father-daughter weekend
Subscriptions to Beaver News
The Beaver News is now availal
on subscription basis for parei
and alumnae
Secretarys Journal is ir
tamed and kept up to date This
journal contains chronological
list of all legislation enacted upon
in the House this past year
The chairman of Judicial
was officially made voting




the Student Government Organi
tion
The possibility of affiliating with
another organization in place of
N.S.A should be explored There
is need for an organization
would have something to offer
small womens college
More work is needed on the part
of all students to instill pride and
trust in the honor system
All students should acquaint
themselves with the functioning of
Joint Committee Executive Coun
cii and the House of Representi
tives
Dormitory Responsibilities
Students should take more re
sponsibility in the dormitories
such as relieving their housemo
thers at the desk
Although its work is never done
feel that the Student Government
Organization has been successiui
in fulfilling many of its objectives
during the past year You the
students of this college have no
one to thank but yourselves for
any praises or complaints you
may have
Good luck to next years admin
istration have every reason to
believe that this coming year will
witness continuance if not an
increase in the interest on the part
of all students in the Student Gov





Note For more specific accomplish-
ments of individual committees
clubs and organizations see the
complete text of the Presidents
final reports or the reports of those
in the S.G.O files
Narcotics Addiction and Affluence













Are Reported by President
By SUSAN CARUSO
One of the major aims of this to evaluate the S.G.O in piep
administration of the Student tion for the Middle States Evalu
Government Organization has been tion of the entire college to be coi
to increase communication among ducted next February
students as well as with the fac- S.G.O financed various cot
ulty and administration Toward ences and trips including two
this end now submit to you ing regattas conference on
brief resume of my final report at Harvard one on government
for 1966-1967 St Louis- erie for Phi Sigma
in Ohio and for the Y.W.C.A
Chicago and one sponsored by
Asociated Collegiate Press in
adeiphia
DECISION MAKING IS PANEL TOPIC
STUDENTS PRESENT CONVO MARCH 14
Man is an appetite said Karl
Marx in answer to the classic
question What is Man Refining
this answer Sigmund Freud said
that once hunger for food is stilled
Man is creature of his sexual
drive Rejecting all deterministic
and compulsive views of man ex
tentialism said Man is free
Mans freedom expresses itself
the act of deciding But HOW
we make the decisions which
existentialists say make us
DR ROLAND EDDY Lecturer in Physics will speak on Some Con-
tributions of Physics to other Sciences on March 21 at 815 p.m in
Grey Towers Castle His lecture is in conjunction with the Beaver College
Lecture Series All students are invited and enneouraged to attend
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JANE ROBERTS
night of Play Festival
presented three interest-
Each short play
erious questions for the
to answer
by Murray Schisgal
on the alienation a-
people first in marriage
imong neighbors finally be-
generations Michael Dona
Mr Ted Atkins and Ann
as Mrs Frances Atkins at-
save dying marriage
were lonely people who did
flow how to reach others
other Unconsciously they
toward the windows of
SW house trying to reach out
others Their awkward at-
brought only indignant
calls at this peeking
outcasts kept repeating But
re happy in much more the
of question than an affir
The second generation en-
contrast the conservative At-
Three newcomers bring fresh
into the play Pat Moschetta
Jane Gross shock Mr Atkins
lling love sex they believe
right to the point Aside
me ambiguous ending when





the small Pocket Theater on
around 11th or 12th Street
still see this satire on the
national-political-emotional
is only now in tranquility
can recollect exactly what
and did happen on the stark
vinyl stage The pace was
people moved quickly but
remember four men with the
of looks you see on subway
reeking confidence in the pro-
who are paired attracted or
Iled by four women all of
youve seen and not noticed
the subways thousand or
times in your life
Stereotypes Plastic Masque
1nese people have no character
ey are stereotypes mouthing the
versations and imitating the in-
ents which make up Americas
ly face plastic masque as
ey depict it
The satire la Sock it to em
is no doubt intended to
eyes minds and souls open
but the sad truth is think
because we can recognize so
Ly we laugh spontaneously we
oy enormotLsly and we are en-
rtained for the time being in the
ieater
siter Kerr wishes the author
praises the firstrate players
thinks there is something a-
here
agree with considerations
think now about our performance
here on Contemporary Poetry and
believe those amateurs made
party theme of alienation is con-
veyed with subtle impact Director
Aileen Zeller has combined two
experienced actors with three
newcomers in difficult relationships
and contrasts
Beckett
Samuel Becketts Act Without
Words II spoke of the routine
habits man lives by with no pur
posewithout words The dia
logue relies on the technical sounds
of clocks tick and the sight of
moving pendulum which could in-
dicate anything from minute to
an eternity The play is outside of
time and place mans absurdity is
for all ages Aside from the perfect
timing of the sound effects by
Sandra Somerville and set design
by Michael Donahue and Linda
Saltford more dialogue is added by
hypnotising motions of played
by Zandra Maffett and by Mary
Milligan Director Pam Young cer
tainly knew how to make her au
dience squirm with Becketts life-
game of leap-frog Slowly emer
ges from her sack into conscious-
ness dresses walks over Bs sack
only to undress and return into her
sack contrasts As blackness
steadiness by her whiteness and
fast jerky movements She steps
statement of Hurrah America
which had more to it This is not
to say that poetry is where it is
and theater is not
Variations and Vacillations
More specifically the first two
acts The Interview and TV re
quired intricate variations and vac
illations of the actors as dancers
mimics and singers Stanislovsky
was nowhere evident nor was he
needed in this kind of theater Dia
logue was The parody the scorn
the wit were often funny and vi-
tal sometimes only funny
These were acts composed of
Bits whose subject matter was
reminiscent of TW3 Simon and
Garfunkels Seven OClock News
lonesco and Jules Feiffer
Under attack were psychiatry
politicians Vietnam policy New
York Citys propensity to produce
and cultivate psychoses and neuro
ses business what can be sum-
med up if you cannot guess from
the title of the play as an exposure
of The System or L.B.J Inc or
Life-in-General Sex of course was
not ignored neither was intelli
gence nor discrimination
Theatrical Horseplay
The third view of the
Motel was wild theatrical horse-
play substitute six-foot high pa-
pier mache dolls for horses Mother-
motel-keeper-doll presided center
stage philosophizing in curlers via
recording which became increas
ingly difficult to follow
Meanwhile Lana Turner mon
ster-in-machØ and her male coun
ter-part proceeded to undress de
stroy the room then decorate the
walls which were clean and shiny
like well-scrubbed bathroom
over repeating the routine and
re-enters her sack The unspoken
dialogue of action has powerful
controlled quality combination of
excellent direction and technical
precision
Another Way Out
Another Way Out of the win-
dow throws the audience into
specific setting again turn of
the century hour in couples liv-
ing room This social satire revers
es societys institutions of art and
marriage Hilton Gieseke as Porn-
my wants to break free of the soci
ety which has stifled him within
His mistress Margaret played by
Bonnie Herron agrees to have an
affair on the side The irony builds
as the encyclopedia salesman play-
ed by David Stiles rejects Marg
arets proposition when he finds
she is not married He and the
Baroness played by Marjory
Krohn handle period melodrama
with skill reflecting the efforts of
their directors Devon Cottrell and
Anne Vacarro The costumes were
challenge for Cottrell and
Browning to design
Basic questions of how man is
to reach his fellow man of what
goal he is progressing towards and
the meaning of societys term art
and marriage are raised by the
characters The energies including
those of General Chairmen Judith
McColl and Nancy Otis put into
this all student production must
have been considerable judging
from the results
with sexual schematic represents-
tions and screw-type letters
Actors as Machines Mobs
It is to the credit of the diree
tors Jacques Levy and Joseph
Chaikin that in The Interview
the actors were used as machines
and/or mobs which augmented the
various situations of Mr or Miss
Poor Slob going through the mo
tions on another part of the stage
However TV was not so well
handled You could understand the
logic of the action but the move-
ments were sometimes clumsy and
redundant The third act was via-
ually startling by the very fact
of its ludicrousness
With this play could not but
wonder about the individuals in
the audience myself included and
consider their role in the entire
matter
Satires Accomplishment
If what in America gives rise to
and is sub for America Hur
rah is also or perhaps
the whole of each man and woman
there can witty slick satire accom
plish the necessary recognition
evaluation even change in the in-
dividuals when the real life thing
does not
For example if Mr and Mrs
Average American have such
high tolerance and deaf ear for
the war as is main case in point
in this play can the screaming
shattering siren at the close of the
evening serve to break these down
But perhaps this should not be
the college theater critics concern
By CONNI DIAMOND
You must read then to know
what is happening poet Robert
Creeley was quoted during the
poetry convocation on February 21
Lee Merrill and Joan MacIntosh
wanted to know really to know
what was happening to American
poetryso they poured through
volumes of poetry and poetics to
find lucid comprehensive state-
ments to present to their Beaver
audience
Although they came to realize
the impossibility of such an end
even the poets cant give
comprehensive view what they
experienced in the process became




Joan and Lee began their study
in Houston Texas last November
when they represented the students
of Beaver College at the 56th Annual
Convention of the National Council
of Teachers of English The conven
tion featured festival of contem
porary American poets in which
13 resident poets participated The
girls were captured by the poets
and their work the task remained
to create for the students and fac
ulty of Beaver some of the atmos
phere to which they had been ex
posed
They began by narrowing down
the list of poets to three whom
they felt were most representative
Robert Creeley is New England
poet and member of the Black
Mountain College group His
poems are concise concreteevery
word counts they said Ballad
of the Despairing Husband The
Immoral Proposition The Dis
honest Mailmen and Please for
James Broughton were among
those presented at the convocation
Snyder embodies San Francisco
Riprap This Tokyo and
7-IV-64 are by Gary Snyder
San Francisco poet In an appear-
ance at public reading Snyder
along with Allen Ginsberg and other
poets catalyzed an underlying
creative energy in San Francisco
with its underlying anachro-pacif
ist outlookand helped introduce
new generation of writers to the
public generation known as
beat
Carolyn Kizer the only woman
included will be visiting Beaver on
Tuesday April 25 Wait until
you see her She is large blonde
woman with great big earings
Her poems Plaint of the Poet in
an Ignorant Age The Death of
Public Servant and Not Writ-
ing Poems About Children were
included in the convocation
The projection of the screen at
the beginning of the presentation
was on roll made by Joan Lee
and Jennifer Melby Kris Breiden
bach helped with sound and Zan
dra Maffet with lights
Sources of Quotes
The quotes on American poetry
were selected from many sources
Several were taken from Paterson
by William Carlos Williams and
some from letters of Ezra Pound
Williams and Pound are credited
as the fathers of American poetry
Another major source was The
New American Poetry 1945-1960
edited by Donald Allen Most of
the books used are in the Beaver
library We just put all the
quotes in piles all over the floor
and tried to find some connection
some unit
In reading the poems the girls
tried to be as consistent as possi
ble They wanted to read as the
individual poets had without com
pletely sacrificing their personal
interpretations To achiev this
they listened to tapes remembered
what they had seen Creeley moves
his hand like metronome when
he reads and read the works to
each other
After reading alone for hours the
girls began to find meaning in the
words and to learn what was hap-
pening to American poetry
Rhyme Meter Out
The big thing today they learned
is not rhyme and meter American
poets are working with breath and
piling perceptions one upon the
other But even these emphases are
only aspects of the movement of
American poetry
Perhaps it is this dynamic qual
ity 01 American poetry as an art
that makes it futile to seek single
comprehensible answer This is not
to say that Lee Merrill and Joan
MacIntosh found their study fu
tileon the contrary neither they




During this winters semester
break Beaver Colleges Glee Club
made concert tour covering four
states
the direction of Dr
Dorothy Haupt Acting Chairman
of the Music Department the Glee
Club began its tour on Friday
February 3rd with concert at
Tatnall School in Wilmington
Delaware That evening the group
sang at the First Presbyterian
Church in Ellicott City Maryland
Members of the church acted as
hosts for the tour group
Performance in Washington
The next afternoon the club per-
formed for the All Pennsylvania
Alumnae Luncheon at the Shore-
ham Hotel in Washington The
group went on brief tour of the
city before spending the evening
with the alumnae hosts
Sunday February they ended
their tour with concert at the
Pine Street Presbyterian Church in
Harrisburg Pennsylvania
Soloists for the concert tour
were Sue Martin french horn
Irene Feddern student conductor
and organ soloist and Allison
Brown piano The Beaver Dam
Six formerly known as the Sextet
also did variety of numbers at
each concert
The tour manager who planned
the Glee Clubs schedule was June
McClintock
ontrasts in Play Festival
ovokes Audence Questions
MERRILL AND MacINTOSH INTERPRET
MODERN AMERICAN POETRY AT CONVO
Situation is Key in New York Satires
From Three
Views of fhe
Page SIx BEAVER NEWS Wednesday March 1967
The Imaginary Invalid
The opening play this year is
Molieres famous comedy The
Imaginary Invalid The brilliant
and hilarious romp about the
healthy invalid who enjoys every
imagined symptom was first per-
formed in 1673 and ha never been
treated with such light-hearted fr-
reverence Malleson
translation is considered the finest
in the English language Wood
plays the role of the invalid under
director Jack Sydow
Jack Sydow also directed Eugene
ONeills exciting drama Touch
of the Poet The last play by A-
mericas greatest dramatist this
is the first time it has been pre
sented on tour Touch of the
Poet shows the founding of an
Irish-American family in New Eng
land in 1828 with Denholm Elliott
as the proud Irishman and Priscilla
Morrill and Jeanne Hepple his wife
and daughter
The third production this year is
trio of one-act plays by Englands
best known and most versatile play-
wright Noel Coward titled Tonight
at 830 The three plays of love
and marriage include Ways and
Means frivolous love among the
rich Still Life love through
chance meeting and Fumed Oak
love which had its revenge All
members of the company appear in
these witty plays filled with ro
mance
Upcoming Dates
The Imaginary Invalid will be
presented On March 13 24 28 29
30th and April 1st at 830 p.m
with matinees at p.m on March
16 18 and 21
Touch of the Poet will have
evening performances on March 14
16 17 22 25 and 27th with matin
ees on March 23rd and April
Tonight at 830 will be pre
sented at 830 p.m on March 15
18 20 21 23 and 31 with 200
p.m matinees on March 25th 28
and 30
English Club will be providing
discount tickets for all those inter-
ested in attending NRT productions
Contact Dorothy Graham Box 43
MOTHER COURAGE
Continued from Page Col
What is harder to take is the ap
parent direction of Louis Lippa
that they all speak with German ac
cents None of them being naturals
at this they all especially Mother
Courage and the Cook uttered
something closer to Yiddish ac
cent while Yvette slipped into
something like Irish
But Mr Lippa does well with
the business for characters who
are on stage yet not the center of
action Nancy Metzger as Kattrin
the dumb daughter was very good
always no songs to sing no accent
to deal with her constant panto
mime of reactions to the appalling
things done and said around her
drawing out admiration Carl Rose
as the Chaplain had good panto
mime scene too snitching from the
Commanders wine-bottle
Eilif re-enacted his battle success
But when the Chaplain had lines to
speak he was plagued with forget-
ting them
Does this convey the sense of the
evening If you are like me an
addict if you enjoy Brecht and
are inclined to community theater
and tolerant of its defects and if
you like warm-hearted Mother
Courage go to the Cheltenham
Playhouse This play is there week-
ends through March 25
note In view of the re
cent critici.sm of NSA because of
its affiliation with the CIA and in
the interest of presenting student
Opinion the following represents
the attitudes of twelve former NSA
presidents in defense of this student
organization
As former presidents of the Na-
tional Student Association we feel
that responsible and thoughtful
explanation of the relationship of
the NSA to the CIA is desirable
Each of us speaks for the year he
served as president
The international world of the
1950s and early 1960s was largely
biopolar world and that fact was
important in shaping NSAs deci
sions NSA recognized the vital im
portance of American student par-
ticipatio in international student
affairs which otherwise would have
been dominated by the well trained
and wall informed representatives
of Eastern Europe and the Soviet
Union But ours was no reflex Cold
War action Indeed it was precisely
out of NSAs dissent from many
aspects of American post war for-
eign policy which often seemed to
us intransigent and inflexible that
many of the Associations interna
tional programs were born
NSA believed that there was
critical need for the American stu
dent movement to be an active par-
ticipant ifl world affairs in order to
create more sensible international
atmosphere
International Policies
Three aspects of NSAs interna
tional policies should be empha
sized
NSA consistently supported
and sought to strengthen demo-
cratic organizations in
those countries where they existed
and encouraged their formation
where they did not exist The p0-
litical and social importance of
students and student organizations
was not then widely recognzed
but it was evident to us that stu
dents were significant and influ
ential elite in their countries
NSAs international policy
early recognized the crucial im
portance which nationalist move-
ments in Asia Africa and Latin
America would have in shaping our
world NSAs attitude was consist-
ently but not uncritically sympa
thetic to nationalist aspirations
Others were equally aware of
those aspirations but at that time
much U.S foreign policy was still
focused upon Europe and the Soy-
jet Union There were few institu
tions through which individuals
who felt the urgency of American
cooperation with nationalist groups
could act NSA was such an insti
tution
While we were quite aware





Each year the Modern Dance
Club Glee Club and Beaver Orch
estra combine their talents for
Music and Movement program
This year the program will be given
on March 17 at 830 p.m in Mur
phy Gymnasium
Beside the performance each
group will give on its own Mod-
em Dance will interpret in move-
ment several selections sung by the
Glee Club The dancers and the
orchestra will then join to present
number
Greek Myth Theme
The theme of the Modern Dance
Clubs selection is the Greek myth
The whole club will dance in por
trayal of the ancients idea of crea
tion Smaller groups will use such
familiar myths as Ulysses and the
Sirens Pandora Prometheus and
Arachne for their interpretations
Admission to the Music and
Movement program is $1.00 for
the public and is free for Beaver
students The money from this
event will be contributed to
scholarship fund to provide for
deserving girl to study for the
summer at school of modern
dance
ideological goals of the Soviet Un-
ion NSA chose to deal with the
Soviets and Eastern Europeans not
as ideological pariahs but as polit
ical adversaries in changing
world We felt that the politics of
confrontation would not hinder
Soviets and Eastern Europeans to
come into contact with the ideas
and convictions of young Amer
icans and vice versa
Need Funds
Without substantial funds
NSAs international program would
have been immobilized Yet each of
us concluded that without ques
tion we would have chosen immo
bilization if the only funds availa
ble were conditioned on impair-
ment of the independence of any
of NSAs principles or programs
And so the question became
whether CIA funds entailed any
such conditions We state categor
ically that they did not Each of us
after being elected to office was
fully informed about the CrA rela
tionship Allegations that we were
trapped or duped are arrant
nonsense While we conatantly
searched for alternative sources of
funds this relationship was the
only realistic and responsible al
ternative available to us at that
time Each of us authorized its
continuation subject to the controls
and safeguards which we each
deemed necessary to ensure the
complete independence and integ
rity of NSA One such safeguard
was to insist that senior elected of-
ficers in succeeding years be infor
med of the relationship so that no
possibility could exist of bypassing
the duly elected leadership of the
Drawings by Degas
Drawings by is being
shown in only three American cities
and with its 156 works is the larg
est display ever devoted solely to
his creations in pencil charcoal
pastel chalk and watercolor
The luminous beauty of Degas
paintings have left many with the
impression that the artist works
only in oils noted Museum Di-
rector Evan Turner Drawings
by Degas will certainly correct this
misimpression and in an extra-
ordinary exciting manner
The 237-page catalogue notable
in its perception as well as for re
production of every work exhibit-
ed states that Degas portrayed
concern for the psychology of the
human being particularly the hu
man being in dramatic moment
He was conscious of human in-
sponse to events beyond human
control
Internalional Loans
Nearly 90 institutions and mdi-
viduals in the United States and
Europe have loaned Degas pictures
for the current exhibition Among
the latter are playwright-director-
producer Joshua Logan former
Secretary of Health Education and
Welfare Oveta Culp Hobby CBS
Chairman William Paley Phila
delphia Museum of Art trustee
Henry Mdflhenny and Mrs John
Wintersteen President of the Mu-
seum
The drawings selected for the ex
hibition represent the full range of
Degas ability as draftsman
contemporary of Cezanne Homer
Manet Monet and expatriate Phil-
adelphian Mary Cassatt the French
artist was both revolutionary and
traditionalist and never were the
two facets of his nature truly rec
onciled If anything however Dog-
as was inclined toward classicism
Life and Work
He was painstaking worker who
traced picture after picture from
an original sketch to finally achieve
Association which could reap
praise the relationship annuaU
Each of us maintained the utmost
vigilance and independence of
judgment during his term of office
Attempts at control would not
have been tolerated Any such at-
tempts would have resulted in in-
mediate termineon of the relation-
ship
Independent Amociation
The absence of controls should
be absolutely clear to anyone who
is either familiar with NSA or
willing to take the tine to review
the record Each NSA policy and
program was adopted by the gov
erning bodies of the Association
the National Student Congresses
For twenty years NSA has re
mained constant to the principles
it established in the late 1940s long
before any financial discussion
with the government took placed
These policies and programs have
been consistently independent of
and often in conflict with the posi
tions of the government NSA
friends and foes alike have verified
this fact throughout NSAs history
In retrospect we feel that in the
world in which we worked the in-
lationship helped make it possible
for the American student move-
ment to make important contribu
tions toward the development of
democratic student organizatioi
We reaffirm our sense of pride in
the free and independent accomp
lishments of NSA during those
years We reaffirm our conviction
that all those individuals who
shared in carrying out NSAs in-
ternational activities did so with
honor in the best traditions of
American voluntary service
His temperament carried over to
his personal life Degas could abide
neither dogs nor cats and refused
to attend dinner parties at which
flowers were part of the decor
The warm elegance of Degas
ability however was more than
sufficient compensation for
prickly and imperious nature The
ballerinas and horses for which he
is popularly noted have grace of
line at which viewer can only
marvel Degas nude studies as
well are as valid anatomically as
they are poetically enchanting
The abDut-to-open Drawings by
Degas is considered one of the most
sensitive exhibitions to be shown In
the nation this winter and is con-
tributing to what is perhaps the
Philadelphia Museum of Arts most
impressive season The Manet Show
last fall drew record crowds and
the just-concluded Treasures of
Poland was highly lauded by both
critics and the public
Drawings by Degas wil be on
public view from a.m until
p.m seven days weekly
Former NSA Presidents ReplySherry
New Musical Previews
Opening Is Due on March
by ZANDRA MAFF
Sherry the new musical based rough spots it is hoped that these
on the Kaufman and Hart comedy will be smoothed out by March 28
The Man Who Came to Dinner is at any rate the new staging has
now previewing at the Alvin Thea- given the show life and character
tre in New York City prior to its and has lifted it up from the ranks
opening March 28 Having watched of low spirited badly staged
this show go through innumerable amateurish production
changes not only in songs and new Bright Numbers Catchy Tunes
dialogue but also replacement as Broadway
in the leading man and in the shows musicals seem to be these days
director find the contrasts be-
has the usual number of bright pro-
tween the stilted Boston and Phila- duction numbers and catchy tunes
delphia try-out performances and that one finds difficult not to join
this musically pulsating production in
en masse with the cast dur
incredible Joe Layton manager ing the finale The title song
of Barbra Streisand specials has Sherry which actress Dolores
restaged Sherry giving it new Gray Annie Gat Your Gun and
and zestful lease on life Kismet sings is show stopper
Clive Revill who lately played Other songs of merit are Putty in
Marat in the Royal Shakespeares Your Hands Imagine That and
production of Marat/Sade How Can You Kiss Those Good
who played on Broadway as Fagin Times Good-Bye
in that long-running success Oli- Although experienced theatre go-
ver and as the comic narrator in era may suspect that they can de
Irma La Douce is well suited tect hints of Mame Sweet
for the portrayal of that man who Charity and Hello Dolly this
came to dinner and stayed the is true if these three shows them-
real-life 1930s radio personality of selves and in almost every other
Sheridan Whiteside musical comedy on Broadway to-
La Rex Harrison day Obviously this is the formula
Clive Revills cl d-patter- that seems to agree with todays
style of delivery la Rex Harri- audiences and James
son and his ability to toss off book and lyrics and Larry Roe-
sarcastic Sheridan Whiteside barb- enthal music have found new
ed reply as natural as though it and invigorating combination
were his ownhave put side-split- Sherry is definite must for
ting humor into lines that had been everyone and if it maintains the
lost when George Sands first ap- sparkle and freshness that it is now
peared in this role This replace- displaying up to and after the
ment shows better casting judge- opening Sherry is destined to
ment and was definitely the best become another ruling figure among
antidote for this once lagging show those queens now lighting up the
Although there are still some Great White Way
National Repertory Theatre Opens
Three Week Engagement March 13
The National Repertory Theatre
Americas most noted and honored
theatre company will open three
week engagement at the Locust
Theatre Philadelphia on Monday
evening March 13
Founded in 1961 by producers
MiCha1 Dewell and Frances Ann
Dougherty the National Repertory
Theatre is now on its fifth long
national tour and again three no-
table plays will be presented in
repertory performances
Philadelphia Art Museum Features
Degas Exhibit March 10 April 30
painter most generally noted the effect
he felt was ultimate
for his pictures of horses and ballet Degas ideas about the manner in
dancers Edgar Degas is being which his works were to be dis
honored on the 50th anniversary of played were equally definite
his death with an exhibition at the When he sold picture it was
Philadelphia Museum of Art only after he himself had selected
It will run from March 10 through the frame to surround it If later
April 30 Degas learned the owner had made
change he was known to storm
into the purchasers home refund
the price and then indignantly in-
possess the work
POETS CORNER
Happy Ides of MarchWhat-
ever Wave Youre On
The
various
Wednesday. March 8. 1967 
IAN & SYLVIA 
Ian and Sylvia Concert: April 15, 2:00 to 4:00 
Standi,lg Committee Chairman 
for 1967-1968 were elected at the 
recent House of Representatives 
meeting. The following girls will 
chair their respective committees: 
Martha Ringer, Student Activities; 
Barbara Jarboe, Nominating Com-
mittee; Nancy Horner, Honor Com-
mittee; Elma Griesinger, Day Stu-
dents; Dotty Rafferty, Athletic As-
sociation; Pamela Young, Forum; 
Carole Comfort, Dormitory Com-
mittee. 
• • • 
Senior Class Officers for 1967-
1968 will be: Donna Cohen, pre-
sident; Sue Schwarze, vice-presi-
dent; Barbara Riseley, secretary; 
Pam Williams, treasurer; Stephanie 
Andersen and Carol Nehring, Ju-
dicial Board; Donna Fields and 
Kathy Weidman, Forum; Stevie 
Bass and Sherry Wickersham, Hon-
or Committee. 
Newly elected junior class offi-
cers are Sue Smyth, president; Su-
san Rodgers, vice-president; Janet 
Manning, secretal),; Helen Bosley, 
treasurer; Patty Broh, Judicial 
Board; Bonnie Kern and Bette 
Schneider, Nominating Committee; 
Ann Knapp and Carolyn Richard-
son, Honor Committee; Susan 
Schwartz and Diane Tischler, For-
um. 
Officers for the class of '70 will 
be Joanne Eisenberg, president; 
Laura Whitman, vice-president; 
Mish Feingold, secretary; Sue 
Kohle, treasurer; Melissa Gregory 
and Diane Miner, Judicial Board; 
Peggy Franklin and Patricia Pec-
'News' to Poll 
Student Opinions 
On Departments 
The "Beaver News" is interested 
in the students' opinions of the 
various departments. In an attempt 
to constantly improve the quality 
and depth of our education here, 
the "News" is conducting a poll 
with this goal in mind. 
The following chart has been 
constructed with each department 
and space provided for a numerical 
rating in each category. The sys-
tem used will be the usual grading 
as it is used at the college, i.e. 3, 2, 
I, 0, and -lor A, B, C, D, and F 
respectively. 
Submit your completed chart 
which can be clipped out and re-
turned to the ''Beaver News," Box 
886 in the mailroom. The form 
should be completed anonymously 
and with special care to rate de-
partments as a whole, not on the 
basis of individual faculty mem-
bers or specific courses. 
The following are the categories: 
N-Quality of the courses; - 0 
Variety of courses; P- Quality of 
the staff; Q- Interest generated 
beyond the classroom; R- Work 
assigned-learning correlation; S-
Staff interest beyond the classroom; 
T- Contribution to one's total 
college experience. Use the numeri-
cal system in grading. 
The results will be published in 
the next issue of the ''Beaver News." 
orella, Honor Committee; Candy 
Bidwell and Sherry Veshnock, For-
um; Gail Harrison and Jill Platt, 
Nominating Committee. 
• • • 
Jane Luft and Lynn Olthuis 
have been elected Baccalaureate 
speakers by the class of '67. Also 
speaking at the service will be 
Susan Caruso, president of S.G.O. 
and Phyllis McKeon, president of 
the senior class. 
• • • 
Richardson Dilworth, president of 
the Philadelphia Board of Educa-
tion, will speak on "Public Educa-
tion-The Challenge of the Future," 
on Thursday, March 9. The pro-
gram, sponsored by Kappa Delta 
Pi, will be held in the Little Thea-
tre at 8:15 p.m. 
• • • 
Alumnae Officers have been se-
lected by the Class of '67. The fol-
lowing girls were elected: June 
McClintock, president; Jane Luft, 
class editor; Carol Aubrey, scrap-
book editor; Jane Wittek, treasurer; 
Candy Howell, reunion chairman; 
Chris Watson, fund agent. 
• • • 
Dr. Louise Baenninger, Lecturer 
in psychology, has received a $3500 
grant to study the dominance hier-
archies in rats. The grant provides 
for her study to be continued until 
February 1968. Dr. Baenninger 
will be assisted by Hilda Glazer, 
Stephanie Reder, and Zoe Kimmel-
man. 
• • • 
On Tuesday, March 21, Phi Sig-
ma Tall, philosophy honorary, in-
itiattd the following new mem-
bers: 
Everil Reed, Barbara Jarboe, Ca-





















Prepare for Spring 
Expanded Regattas 
The Middle Atlantic Association 
of Women Sailors, of which Beaver 
College is an active member, has 
announced that they have again 
expanded their program for this 
most glamourous of collegiate 
athletic events. 
The new program will surpass 
the small inter-collegiate regattas 
that once marked the activities of 
this organization during its first 
few years. 
Elimination Regattas 
A new series of elimination re-
gattas which will develop from 
regional contests to championships 
on a national scale have been 
scheduled. 
This will raise the association's 
status to that of one of the leading 
women's sailing groups, gaining for 
them the attention of "Yachting 
Magazine" and coverage by the 
"New York Times." 
Beaver has been scheduled to 
prepare for the tournaments 
through spring regattas at Ford-
ham, Princeton, Columbia and 
Georgetown. They will face their 
first elimination regatta at Cornell. 
New Book Shelf 
The following are recent addi-
tions to the Beaver library: 
Altizer, Thomas. Radical theology 
. . . Death of God. 
The Victorians. introduced 'by Joan 
Evans. 
Eisenstad t, A. Craft of American 
History. 
Kennedy, John F. J. F. Kennedy 
on Education. 
Contini, Mila. Fashion, from An-
cient Egypt •.. Present Day. 
Pike, E. "Hard Times". Human 
Do 'uments of the Industrial Rev-
olution. 
Todd, Alden. A Spark Lighted in 
Portland. 
Golden, Harry. A Little Girl is 
Dead. 
Rossiter, Clinton. Political Thought 
of the American Revolution. 
Gomberg, Adeline. A "Reading" 
Activities Manuel to Aid the Di -
advantaged. 
Blake, William. Blake's Job. 
Lehman-Haupt, Hellmut. Guten-
berg and the Master of the Play-
ing Cards. 
Durling Robert. Figure of the Poet 
in Renaissance Epic. 
Valery, Paul. Aesthetics. 
Thompson, W. B. Introd. to Plasma 
Physics. 




















THEY1RE BACK IN TOWN! 
Remember-that night he held 
you close, that night when they 
were playing your song, every 
song. 
Remember the waiting, hoping 
he would call, the heartbreak of it 
all. 
Remember-just, well, being so 
much in love. 
Philly's Very Own 
So many memories, and they're 
being brought back from those 
great stacks of wax next Friday 
night, by that singing sensation 
that's sweeping the nation. Yes, 
you know who they are, short 
skirts and a bunch of flirts, Philly's 
very own-Tina and the Redwoods. 
And this group, baby, is what's 
happening. Skyrocketing to popu-
larity with their rendition of "This 
u. Dedicated" in the fall of 1965, 
they have continued to recall the 
old time greats - "Remember", 
"Give Him a Great, Big Kiss", 
"Stop in the Name of Love", in 
their own inimitable style. 
The Swingers 
Their wailing, soul sound is 
shared on the lead by Sue Wood 
and Sally Ulrich. Sue, red-haired, 
is the emotion of the group. Sal, 
also carrot-topped, is the voice 
(this 5' swinger can SING, con-
trary to rumors about the rest of 
the group). Tina Talarico, the 
blond bombshell, feels the dance 
rhythms, and Libby Huffstutler not 
only accompanies on the guitar, 
but harmonizes to give a true 
semblance of music. 
So come on, all you rockin' birds, 
9:30, March 17, at the coffeehouse, 
and hear Tina and the Redwoods 
wail their classics and their new. 
Come on by, I don't lie. 
Dr. Marcus Bloch L-Hy 
PRESIDENT 
Eastern agical Society 
240 RIVThGTON STREET 
New York 2, N. Y. 
Allan Gurwood Says . . . . 
For Better Jewelry, Gifts Leather Goods and Silverware 
















MELROSE JEWELERS INC. 
246·248 KESWICK AVENUE 
GLENSIDE, PA. - TU 6-9220 
FINE WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIR 
Open every evening until 9:00 P.M. 
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The Vineyards Offers Italian Cuisine, 
Continental Atmosphere, Wines Galore 
By JANE LUFT ive wine list (175 varieties) which 
"Un pranzo senza vino 
un cuore senza amore." 
e come immediately proved the motto of 
The statement above is more 
than a mere catch phrase for a run 
of the mill restaurant. A transla-
tion of the Italian reveals the fol-
lowing: "A meal without wine is 
like a heart without love." 
Worth the Ride 
For those who are willing to 
drive about 20 minutes for one of 
the most delicious meals to be en-
countered in this area, the Vine-
yards is a restaurant well worth 
the trip. 
Although from the outside, the 
Vineyards might look like a large, 
unimpressive run of the mill place, 
it is far from that on the inside. It 
is charmingly decorated in a Con-
tinental warm style and the food 
is of the highest quality. The por-
tions will satisfy even the most 
ravenous. 
Although reservations are sug-
gested (especially for a Saturday 
night) we were able to be seated 
immediately. Our waitress intro-
duced herself and brought over a 
basket of assorted crackers and a 
bowl of cheese spread which prov-
ed to be a tantalizing combination 
of horseradish and sharp cheese. 
Extensive Wine List 
Then we were given an extens-
Neologism Contest! 
Win with new Words 
Invented any good neologisms· 
lately? No? Well here's your 
chance. The following definitions 
require names and only you can 
determine the proper one for each. 
The Beaver News is offering a prize 
for the best entry for each defin-
ition. Put your neologisms in box 
967 before March 14. 
1) the smell of an indoor swim-
ming pool 
2) the feeling one gets on walk-
ing out of a darkened theatre ill 
the daylight 
3) the feeling of having tinfoil 
hit a filling 
4) one who can remember all the 
words to the top 10 songs but who 
can't remember the name of the 
second president of the United Sta-
tes 
5) the act of killing with laugh-
ter 
6) the sound of one hand clap-
ping 
7) the state of being on the brink 
of deep sleep 
8) a person who uses no conhac-
tions, in speaking or in writing 
9) the feeling of trying to study 
with fluorescent lighting flickering 
10) the disappearing dot of light 
on a t.v. set that has just been 
turned off 
·New words: e.g. "inklish," a 
neologism for written English 
the restaurant, for the Vineyards 
is reputed to have the most com-
plete wine cellar in the area. 
The menu is abounding with 
Continental and American special-
ties, many which seemed more in-
triguing than the usual steak and 
roast beef. We had capon pizziola 
(chicken breast lightly fried with a 
layer of meat and cheese baked on 
top) and brook trout stuffed with 
crabmeat - a very generous platter 
not only tempting to the palate but 
most attractively served. A home 
baked loaf of hot bread was also 
served. 
Reasonable Prices 
In summary, we couldn't have 
been more satisfied from the delic-
ious clam chowder appetizer to the 
French pastries for dessert. Prices 
for a complete dinner range from 
$3.25-$5.95, more than reasonable 
when one considers the amount 
and delectable nature of the offer-
ings. 
There is also a cocktail lounge 
with piano entertainment. The 
Vineyards is located on Bethlehem 
Pike in Spring House, Pa. The best 
way to get there is to follow Route 
73 north past the Lucky Well Motel. 






March 14 March 22 
April 11 April 19 
April 25 Mny 3 
May 9 May 17 
Please have all articles to be 
published in by 6 p .m. on the 
day of the deadline. Thank you 




SPAGHETTI - RAVIOLI 
Known 112 way around 
the world 
TU 7·2927 
21 East Glenside Avenue 
Glenside 
MODEL FOR THE FASHION ILLUSTRATION CLASS 
Qualifications 
be relatively slender 
have current clothes and hairstyle 
Hours: 
take your pick, we're in studio: 
Mon.: 1:30 - 5:00 
Tues.: 2:30 - 5:00 
Thurs.: 1:30 5:00 
Fri.: 9:30 12:30 
Pay $1.25 per hour 
IF INTERESTED, CONTACT: 
SUE WOOD, EXT. 271, BOX 577 
BEAVER NEWS 
Around Town 
Robert Merrill, baritone, and Ri-
chard Tucker, tenor, will join in a 
recital presented by the Philadel-
phia All Star Forum on Monday, 
March 20 at 8:30 p.m. at the 
Academy of Music. For further in-
formation call PE 5-7378. 
• • • 
Haverford College Drama Club 
and Bryn Mawr College Theatre 
will present Bertolt Brecht's Cau-
casian Chalk Circle Friday and 
Saturday, March 10 and 11 at 8:30 
p.m., Goodhart Hall, Bryn Mawr. 
Tickets ($1 for students) may be 
obtained by writing or calling the 
Box Office, Haverford College, 
Haverford, Penna. 19041. MI 2-7644. 
• • • 
Ralph Ellison, author of Invisible 
Man will speak in "The Current 
Scene" series of the Philadelphia 
City Institute on Thursday, March 
23 at 8: 00 p.m. at the Free Library 
of Philadelphia, Lecture Hall , Lo-
gan Square. 
• • • 
rI'he intemationally celebl'ated 
Jose Greco Dance Company will 
appear at the Academy of Music 
Thursday, March 30 at 8: 30 at the 
Academy of Music. Tickets $3-$7. 
• • • 
Dorothy Headly and Jacqueline 
Meisil will discuss various aspects 
of the French sculptor Auguste Ro-
din 's work March 14 and 18 at 11 
a.m. at the Rodin Museum, Park-
way at 22nd St. 
• • • 
Tosca, Puccini's tragic opera, will 
be presented by the Philadelphia 
Grand Opera Company on Tuesday, 
March 28 at 8: 15 p.m. starring 
Richard Tucker as Mario at the 
Academy of Music, Broad and Lo-
cust. PE 5-7378. 
• • • 
Saturday Films at the Museum 
of Art 2:00 p.m. at Van Pelt Audi-
torium, Parkway at 26th Street: 
March 11, The Secret Life of Walter 
Mitty (U.S.A.); March 18th: The 
Wind and the River (Eng.); Wom-
an in the Dunes (Japan), winner 
of 1964 Cannes Festival Award. 
Saccetta's Esso 
Free Pick· up and Delivery 
LUB, OIL CH~NGE, WASH, 
AUTO REPAIRS 
TOP VALUE STAMPS 
259 South EASTON ROAD 
Next to Penn Fruit 
Open 7 Days a Week 




Wednesday. March 8. 1 
WANT ADS! 
25c-25 words or less 
Clover Shop BEAVER NEWS 
7 doors below bank 
117 EASTON ROAD Buy - Sell - Trade 
GLENSIDE 
WRITE NOW! be sure you hear 
THE NEW CHRISTY MINSTRELS 
Saturday, March 11-8:30 P.M. 
ClIElLTENHAM IDGH SCHOOL 
(Rice'.; Mill Rd. & Carlton Ave., Wyncole) 
ALL SEATS $3 TO ORDER BY MAIL: Send check or money order payable to "Library 
Benefit," together with self-addressed 
stamped envelope to-
Benefit fOl' 
Elkin Park Free 
Library Library Benefit, P.O. Box 8872 Elkin Park, Pa. 19117 





FEBRUARY lst·8:30 P.M. 
CHESTNUT and 12th 
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& .. ~fj1' G 
IN SUPER PANAVISION' AND METROCOLOR MGt.! 
MATINEES: 2:00 P.M. ORCH. LOGE BALC. 
Wednesday . . . .. . ... .. . $2.00 $2.00 $2.00 
Saturday. Sunday and Holidays $2.50 $2.50 $2.00 
EVENINGS: 8:30 P.M. SUNDAY EVENINGS AT 8 P.M. 
Mondays through Thursdays . $2.50 $2.50 $2.00 
Friday. Sat~Sun,\ and Holidays $3.00 $3.00 $2.25 
Matinees Daily, March 20th through March 24 ALL SEATS $2.00 
,.······-----·.·---·--·---·····.·······.···1 
i .RANDOLPH THEATRE CHESTNUT and 12th . PHllA., PA. 19107 
1<0. Or SEAlS ORC H 0 ~OG ~ O BALCONY 0 0' $ __ ~, 
lot 0 MOl. 0 he. '.,'annone. 01'1 _________ (date) 
AlTtRNAt( 04T£S' ________ lot 0 Mol. 0 Eve . ,.,formance 
NAME PHONE ___ _ 
ADDRESS 
CITY .. STATE. ZIP CODE. _____ --:-_-:-:~ 
Mail self·addressed envelope with check or money order payable 
,_ J<!. th.LR~'ldQIpb.lb.e~!!1!, _C~~Ln~L ~ J~tb _S!s:ll'~ila.;.._~a.:. l~JR __ 
FOR THEATRE PARTY INFORMATION CALL HELEN KOEHLER · LO 7·7500 
"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered trade-marks which identify only the product of The Coca-Cola Company 
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the taste you never get tired of ••• always refreshing. That's why things go beHer . I I 
Coca-Cola adds extra fun to dating-single or double. That's because Coke has • 
with Coke ••• after Coke ••• after Coke. 
JottI.d ... d., 1M o_rUy of Th. Coc.·CoI. C •• pony bY' THE PHILADELPHIA COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 
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